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RAJESH K. CHANDY and GERARD J. TELLIS*

Why are some firms more successful at introducing radical product
innovations than others? Following Schumpeter (1942), many
researchers have suggested that firm size is the key organizational predictor of radical product innovation. The authors provide an alternate view
and argue that one key variable that differentiates firms with strong radical product innovation records from others is the firms' willingness to cannibalize their own investments. The authors identify three organizational
factors that drive a firm's willingness to cannibalize. Results from a survey of three high-tech industries tend to support the alternate view that
willingness to cannibalize is a more powerful driver of radical product
innovation than firm size is. These results suggest a need to reconsider
conventional wisdom on firm size, cannibalization, and organizational
synergy.

Organizing for Radical Product Innovation:
The Overlooked Role of Willingness to
Cannibalize
Typewriters. Telegraphs. Glass-plate cameras. Each of
these once dominant products now is virtually extinct. They
were swept away by radical innovations in the form of word
processors, telephones, and celluloid-film cameras, respectively (Foster 1986; Utterback 1994). The firms that introduced the new products in each of these categories were
small new entrants into the market (Utterback 1994). Yet
they triggered the demise of the powerful firms that then
held sway.
This David-versus-Goliath scenario is of great interest to
managers for several reasons. First, radical innovations have
the capacity to destroy the fortunes of firms (Foster 1986;
Tushman and Anderson 1986). Hard-won customers quickly desert an incumbent firm when a radical innovation provides better performance per dollar than the incumbent's
current products. Costly investments made over the years

suddenly may become useless because they cannot be applied to the new generation of products. Skills that once led
to the firm's success later may cause it to become uncompetitive. Second, radical product innovation can be the
source of competitive advantage to the innovator (e.g., Wind
and Mahajan 1997). The effects of radical innovation on a
firm's profits can be large, positive, and long-lasting
(Geroski, Machin, and Van Reenen 1993). Both new and established firms can benefit from radical product innovation.
Third, some authors argue that radical product innovations

are increasing in frequency (e.g., Foster 1986). If so, the
need to understand radical product innovation becomes particularly urgent.
With the availability of scanner data, marketing re-

searchers increasingly have focused on tactical issues of

product design, price points, or promotion levels. They have
ceded the area of broad strategic issues such as radical product innovation to researchers in other fields (Day 1996).
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Much of the research on the causes of organizational inexisting products. The next section explains our theory and

novation is rooted in Schumpeter's (1942) seminal work.
hypotheses, which are based on in-depth field interviews and
His notion of "creative destruction," in which innovationsthe literature of radical product innovations. The subsequent
destroy the market positions of firms committed to old techsections describe the method and results. In particular, we
nology, first drew attention to the powerful effects of radical
test the role of size versus that of organizational and attitudiinnovation on the economy and the fortunes of individual
nal factors in explaining radical product innovation. The final
firms. A key Schumpeterian hypothesis is that large firms
section discusses the implications of the results.

innovate more "intensively" than small firms do (Scherer
1992, p. 1422). This hypothesis has been the subject of ex- BEYOND SIZE: WHAT REALLY DRIVES RADICAL
PRODUCT INNOVATION?
tensive and continuing research (Cohen 1995). More than
100 research articles have studied the effects of size on in-

novation (Acs and Audretsch 1991). However, results of the
research have been decidedly mixed (Scherer 1991).
Authors such as Galbraith (1952) and Ali (1994) build on
Schumpeter's basic arguments and suggest that large firms
have many advantages over small ones in their ability to
produce radical innovations. They note that large firms en-

joy economies of scale in research and development, can

The bulk of the literature has focused on firm size as th

key organizational variable affecting radical product in
vation (Cohen 1995). Yet, a small, recent stream of resea
in management and marketing suggests other factors t
drive radical product innovation (e.g., Gatignon and Xu
1997; Kleinschmidt and Cooper 1991; Moorman and Min
1997). In particular, authors note that the manner in whi
firm is organized might have an important effect on its
ical innovation performance (Damanpour 1991). For exa
ple, Olson, Walker, and Ruekert (1995) note that a high
el of autonomy within the firm is conducive to radical p

spread risks widely, and have greater access to financial resources. Other researchers argue that, as firms become large,
they become more bureaucratic, slower to react, and less
willing to take risks (e.g., Mitchell and Singh 1993). As a reuct innovation. Ettlie, Bridges, and O'Keefe (1984) h
sult, they are less likely to produce radical innovations than
light the role of product champions in promoting such i
smaller firms that do not possess these handicaps. These two vations. Gatignon and Xuereb (1997) stress the influenc
views are contradictory. In addition, some authors suggest
the firm's strategic orientation on its innovation perfo
that the relationship between innovative productivity and
mance. Moorman (1995) and Moorman and Miner (1997)
size is bell-shaped (e.g., Ettlie and Rubenstein 1987). Mediidentify the effects of organizational information flows and
um-sized firms are positioned best for radical product inno- organizational memory on the level of new product creativvation, because unlike small firms they possess the critical
ity. Unfortunately, despite these recent advances, research in
mass for research but do not suffer from the bureaucratic inthis area continues to be limited, disparate, and somewhat
ertia of large firms. Conversely, Pavitt (1990) argues for a
equivocal (Kleinschmidt and Cooper 1991; Wind and MaU-shaped curve. He suggests that the "proportions of signifhajan 1997). We do not have a unifying framework yet that
icant innovations made by both large and small firms have parsimoniously explains how organizational factors affect
been increasing at the expense of the medium-sized firms in
radical product innovation.
between" (p. 23). Perhaps medium-sized firms have the liaIn this article, we introduce a concept that might help probilities of large and small firms and few of their strengths.
vide such a unifying framework. We argue that an important
Our review of the decades of research on the effect of size factor separating many radical product innovators from othon radical innovation indicates that it has led to little
er firms is the willingness of the former to cannibalize their
progress in understanding the true drivers of radical product
own investments. Willingness to cannibalize refers to the
innovation. Researchers have not reached a consensus about extent to which a firm is prepared to reduce the actual or po-

the role of size. Contradictions abound. Managerially usefultential value of its investments. It is an attitudinal trait of the
generalizations are rare.
key decision makers of the firm and resides in the culture, or
In its focus on size, the literature neglects attitudinal and
shared values and beliefs, of the firm (Deshpande and Weborganizational factors that may influence radical innovationster 1989).
in firms more strongly (e.g., Acs and Audretsch 1991;
Willingness to cannibalize is critical because firms that
Scherer 1992). Ironically, Schumpeter (1942, p. 101) himdominate markets often are reluctant to embrace or foster
self notes that "mere size is neither necessary nor sufficient"
radical innovations in their markets. Their reluctance defor the superior innovative performance of a large firm. rives from the established base of specialized investments
Anecdotal evidence suggests that small, medium, and largewith which they serve such markets. Nevertheless, organifirms all can be radical innovators. For example, the Bell zational forces can compensate for the negative effects of
Telephone Company introduced the first telephone when it
specialized investments on willingness to cannibalize. In
was small. The Buffalo Forge Company, a medium-sizedparticular, the presence of internal markets, influential prodfirm, introduced the first air conditioner. Raytheon, a large
uct champions, and future market focus can overcome the
firm, introduced the first microwave oven.
reluctance to cannibalize and motivate radical product innoThis article proposes an alternative explanation for radical
vations. Thus, willingness to cannibalize mediates the relainnovation. Our explanation is based on organizational and tionship between these organizational factors and radical
attitudinal factors that drive radical product innovation. It
product innovation. Although marketing managers have litsuggests that the effects of size are weak when these factors
tle control over their firm's size, they have considerable inare taken into account. We define radical product innovation
fluence over these organizational factors (e.g., Kohli and Jaas the propensity of a firm to introduce new products that (1)worski 1990; Menon, Bharadwaj, and Howell 1996). In Figincorporate substantially different technology from existing
ure 1, we summarize these effects. The subsequent sections
products and (2) can fulfill key customer needs better thanexplain each of the concepts.
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Table 1
TYPES OF PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

Customer Need Fulfillment Per Dollar
Low

High

Low Incremental innovation Market breakthrough
Newness of Technology

High Technological breakthrough Radical innovation

Figure 1
HYPOTHESIZED MODEL OF RADICAL PRODUCT INNOVATION

rior customer benefits per dollar. For example, electronic
imaging uses a substantially different technology than celluloid film but does not yet provide comparably good resolution. In contrast to the previous three, radical innovations
involve substantially new technology and provide substantially greater customer benefits per dollar, relative to exist-

ing products. An example is today's celluloid roll film,
which displaced the glass plates used previously.
These different types of innovations are also related by an
important dynamic, a series of S-curves of technological innovation (see Figure 2; Foster 1986; Utterback 1994). The

S-shape emerges because an existing technology (Tl) initially improves benefits to consumers rapidly when the technology is new and then more slowly as the technology matures. At some point in the history of that technology, a new

technology, T2, emerges. Initially, T2's benefits are inferior
to those of TI, and the new product based on T2 might be
considered a technological breakthrough (a). However, with
research, T2 begins to improve rapidly in consumer benefits,
and it ascends on its own S-curve. A point comes at which

Radical Product Innovations

T2 passes Tl in benefits. At this point (b), the product based
on T2 becomes a radical product innovation. Recent empirical evidence strongly supports this sharp turning point in
the sales history of a radical innovation (Golder and Tellis
1997).
Faced with the threat of T2, supporters of T1 make fresh

What, exactly, is a radical product innovation? Reefforts to improve the benefits of Ti. These efforts might
searchers have defined such innovations in a variety of ways
yield some product improvements, which might represent a
(e.g., Damanpour 1991; Gatignon and Xuereb 1997; Henmarket breakthrough (c) or just incremental innovations (d).
derson and Clark 1990). Our review of the literature sugHowever, the improvements cannot keep pace with the
gests that two common dimensions underlie most definimuch faster rise of T2, which ultimately replaces T1 as the
tions: (1) technology and (2) markets. The first factor deterdominant technology. In time, T2 itself is threatened by a
mines the extent to which the technology involved in a new
new technological breakthrough, and the cycle is repeated.
product is different from prior technologies. The second facThe history of technologies shows that innovation generally
tor determines the extent to which the new product fulfills
proceeds nonmonotonously as a series of S-curves (Foster
key customer needs better than existing products (on a per1986; Utterback 1994).
dollar basis). Considering two levels (low and high) for each
Although not every technological breakthrough becomes
factor leads to four types of product innovations (see Table
a radical product innovation, radical product innovations do
1): incremental innovations, market breakthroughs, technohave the potential to render existing products obsolete.
logical breakthroughs, and radical innovations.
Thus, a firm's willingness to cannibalize is a vital factor that
Incremental innovations involve relatively minor changes
drives managerial support for radical innovation (e.g., Nault
in technology and provide relatively low incremental cusand Vandenbosch 1996).
tomer benefits per dollar. An example is Fuji's "environmentally friendly" photographic film, which is enclosed in
A Broader View of Cannibalization
paper canisters instead of the plastic canisters that traditionMarketers traditionally use the term "cannibalization" to
ally hold film. Market breakthroughs are based on core
refer to sales cannibalization, which is a loss in sales of a
technology that is similar to existing products but provide
firm's current product due to sales of its new product (e.g.,
substantially higher customer benefits per dollar. An example is cable television with signal compression systems that Mason and Milne 1994). Often, marketers also consider
cannibalization a problem against which to guard. For exallow a substantially higher number of channels to be transample, Copulsky (1976, p. 103) discusses how companies
mitted to customers using existing cable technology. Techcan avoid the "error of cannibalism" in product developnological breakthroughs adopt a substantially different
ment. Kerin, Harvey, and Rothe (1978, p. 25) note that "cantechnology than existing products but do not provide supe-
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Figure 2
A DYNAMIC VIEW OF PRODUCT INNOVATION

are the last gasp of a declining technology. While investing
in this technology, the firm ignores T2 and fails to create the
environment for radical product innovations. Indeed, its ad-

herence to the old technology might lead to its ultimate
Actual path
....... Theoretical path
Market breakthrough

Incremental

Benefits

innovation \

Per Dollar
Existing Technology (T,)/
a I

'New Technology (T,

demise (Foster 1986; Utterback 1994).
In contrast, a firm willing to cannibalize encourages employees to work on new technologies. It allocates adequate
resources to radical product innovation. Such a nurturing
atmosphere is more likely to lead to a breakthrough technology. The firm also is willing to introduce the technology to the marketplace before others. Therefore, we expect
the following:

.

'rX Technological
breakthrough

Hi: Firms that exhibit high willingness to cannibalize are more
likely to be radical product innovators than other firms.

The relationship between willingness to cannibalize and
radical product innovation might seem intuitive, or the two
concepts might seem indistinguishable. However, we note that

Time

1. Radical innovation is a behavioral variable, whereas willingness to cannibalize is an attitudinal one.

2. Other
environmental or structural
factors also
nibalism ... may be the unwelcome
consequence
of new

could drive rad-

ical innovation.
For example, prior literature focuses on size,
product development." In contrast, we
view cannibalization
a structural variable.
as a desirable trait that can promote radical
product innova3. Radical
innovations
do not
always result in cannibalization or
tion and the long-term success of the
firm.
It is
a multidiobsolescence
of related products.
For example, microwave
mensional construct; firms can cannibalize
investments
in
ovens did not render conventional ovens useless.
the form of assets or organizational routines.
Assets might be tangibles, such as manufacturing
proOften, dominant firms areor
unwilling
to cannibalize their
cessing equipment, or intangibles, specialized
such as
knowledge
and
investments
until it is too
late. The history of inexpertise in the firm (e.g., Henderson
and
Clark
or acnovation
indicates
that 1990)
a new innovation
(e.g., T2) often is

cess to distribution channels. The success of a new technol-

ogy can cannibalize a firm's assets in a prior technology.

For example, if Kodak's current efforts in the area of electronic imaging succeed, they will substantially reduce the
value of the firm's prior assets in the research, production,
processing, and marketing of celluloid film.

Organizational routines are the established procedures
used by a firm to carry out its day-to-day activities (Nelson
and Winter 1982). Such routines develop to ensure efficiency in the operations related to existing technology but might
be irrelevant for a new technology. This broadened view of
investments as comprising assets and routines is essential to
explain willingness to cannibalize.

introduced not by the managers of Tl but by some other par-

ty, sometimes even an outsider (e.g., Christensen 1997; Foster 1986). The managers of Tl tend to fight T2 by making
further investments in Tl. Why are managers reluctant to
cannibalize their specialized investments? We believe the
answer lies in the level of specialized investments owned by
the firm.

Specialized Investments and Willingness to Cannibalize
Specialized investments are investments that lose value if
they are not applied to a specific technology. Firms that are
successful with their current products possess many specialized investments, frequently the fruit of years of labor by the

firm's senior managers. As such, managers develop a strong
Willingness to Cannibalize and Radical Product
professional and personal commitment to the investments,
Innovation
which can lead to suboptimal or even irrational decisions.
Why is willingness to cannibalize an important driver of
Literature in at least three disciplines address this issue. Psyradical product innovation? To answer this question, wechologists study why decision makers continue with prior
consider managerial behavior with respect to the S-curves.courses of action, even when such actions might be irraWhen the new technology T2 is in its embryonic stage, antional (Brockner and Rubin 1985). Boulding, Morgan, and
incumbent faces two options: it can either choose to advance
Staelin (1997) note that such behavior is a major problem in
the current technology, TI, or switch to the new technology,
managing new products. Economists and sociologists study
T2. A firm using current technology possesses many spe- why firms are unable to change their previous modes of accialized investments, whose value is tied strongly to that tion to respond to changed environments (e.g., Hannan and
technology (Ghemawat 1991; Leonard 1992). ContinuingFreeman 1977; Leonard 1992; also see Moorman and Minwith the current technology enables the firm to capitalize on
er 1997). We summarize this literature in terms of four biits specialized investments. Switching to the new technolo-ases that afflict firms with large investments in current techgy requires the firm to makes fresh investments in the newnology: cognitive dissonance, self-justification, external justechnology, potentially rendering the current investmentstification, and sunk cost fallacy (for reviews, see Brockner
obsolete. A firm that is reluctant to cannibalize will contin-and Rubin 1985; Staw 198 1).
ue with the current technology, TI. Its efforts initially might Cognitive dissonance and self-justification theories imply
yield some market breakthroughs, as explained previously.that people need to justify prior actions to themselves, which
These achievements give the impression of success, but theyleads them to increase commitment to the actions further.
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External justification suggests that people persist in actions
to "save face" in front of others. The sunk cost fallacy suggests that people's future actions are influenced by expenditures that already have been made, even though they rationally should not be taken into account.
A firm might be affected by these biases, even if the top
managers do not necessarily suffer from them. Operating
managers could suffer from these biases and manipulate the
information provided to top management to justify commitment to the current investments. Moreover, as the cumulative investment in a particular course of action increases,
these biases become more pronounced (Brockner and Rubin
1985).
The S-curve of technological innovation can accentuate
these biases. A manager's commitment to a current technology can be high if he or she was involved with the current
technology and previously rode its S-curve to success when
it replaced an older technology (see Figure 2). In that case,
the manager will be less open to a new or future innovation.
Overall, these arguments suggest the following:
H2: The more specialized investments a firm has in a current
technology, the lower its willingness to cannibalize those investments will be.

1996). They increase willingness to cannibalize and thereby
cause a firm to be more radically innovative for two reasons.
First, in firms with active internal markets, the key decision
maker for product-related decisions is the manager of each
business unit. In considering the decision to switch to the
new product technology, the business unit manager takes into account the specialized assets owned by the business unit.
Therefore, the decision to cannibalize is easier for the business unit manager than it is for top management.
Second, in the perceived absence of external competition, a
manager in a large, successful, dominant firm might not be eager to cannibalize his or her assets to be innovative. However,
in the presence of internal markets, the business unit manager
has to compete not only with external competitors (i.e., other
firms) but also with other managers within the firm. If a particular business unit manager does not support a radical new
product that originates within the firm, a competing manager
might. Therefore, the business unit manager has a strong incentive to preempt competing managers by cannibalizing his
or her own investments in the existing technology. On the basis of the previous two reasons, we hypothesize the following:
H3: Firms with active internal markets exhibit greater willingness to cannibalize than do other firms.

Are established firms with many specialized investments
Product Champion Influence
doomed to die with out-dated technologies? Although the
The product champion long has been cited as a preemiliterature generally suggests this conclusion, history suggests that this need not be the case. For example, Hewlett- nent factor in producing radical product innovations (e.g.,
Packard, a dominant firm in the laser printer market, is also Ettlie, Bridges, and O'Keefe 1984). But prior research has
on the forefront of the next generation of printers, the ink- focused on the traits of individual product champions (e.g.,
jets. The key question then becomes, What factors enable a Howell and Higgins 1990) and their role in the innovation
process (e.g., Ettlie, Bridges, and O'Keefe 1984). The prodfirm to overcome commitment to current investments? We
uct champion is generally a person with drive, aggressivebelieve that three such factors are internal markets, strong
ness, political astuteness, technical competence, and knowlproduct champions, and a focus on future markets.
edge of the market. Most accounts imply that the match of
Internal Markets
the product champion with the innovative project is due to
The idea of internal markets has a long history in the or- happenstance; the product champion often is portrayed as
being at the right place at the right time.
ganizational literature (see Halal, Geranmayeh, and PourWe take a different approach. We focus on the influence
dehnad 1993). We consider a firm to have an active internal
market if it possesses high levels of (1) internal autonomy of product champions in a firm rather than on their individand (2) internal competition. Internal autonomy refers to the ual traits. Indeed, persons who fit the personality traits of a
extent of authority the business unit manager enjoys, rela- product champion might be equally likely to work in raditive to the corporate office, in making decisions relating to cally innovating and noninnovating firms. However, the
his or her business unit (e.g., Aiken and Hage 1968; Gupta product champions in innovating firms wield substantially
1987; Olson, Walker, and Ruekert 1995). Internal competi- more influence. Product champion influence refers to the
tion refers to the extent of rivalry among business units in a extent to which employees who advocate new product ideas
corporation. In this article, we refer to an organizational affect the activities of the organization. The reward systems,
structure with high internal autonomy and internal competi- organizational legends, and training programs at these firms
tion as an internal market.
promote the influence of product champions (e.g., DeshHigh levels of internal autonomy and competition have pande and Webster 1989). Top management actively supthe potential for dysfunctional conflict in the firm. More- ports the activities of product champions. Nontraditional
over, strong internal markets can lead to duplication ofideas, which typically meet intense resistance in firms, stand
scarce resources. This is especially true in the area of re- a better chance in firms with influential product champions,
search and development, in which rival business units might who aggressively push such ideas (Moorman 1995). In such
have to duplicate research facilities to develop alternate firms, key decision makers are aware of the advantages of
technologies in secret competition with one another. For radical products and the need to cannibalize past investthese reasons, authors recently have urged firms to extract ments to function effectively in the new product technology.
synergies across business units and promote cooperation Overall, these arguments suggest that firms with influential
rather than competition among business units (e.g., Vizjak product champions would be willing to cannibalize, even if
their specialized investments are high, because the opportu1994).
However, we argue that active internal markets provide a nities and threats of potential new products are salient to
critical benefit to firms (Menon, Bharadwaj, and Howell them. Thus, we hypothesize the following:
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H4: The greater the influence of product champions in a firm,
Summary
the greater its willingness to cannibalize is.

Radical product innovation can catapult firms to positions
of great success or drive once mighty firms to oblivion. A
Focus on Future Markets
large body of literature has focused on firm size as a key orMarketing traditionally emphasizes that firms should be ganizational variable that drives radical product innovation.
market oriented. Indeed, market orientation has become the
It ignores the rich variety of organizational forms that exist
foundation of marketing strategy. However, some authors among firms, both large and small. This article suggests an
posit that a strong market orientation "inhibits organiza- alternate model of radical product innovation that is based
tions from developing truly breakthrough innovations" (see on organizational and strategic factors. We propose that a
Kohli and Jaworski 1990, p. 13; Tauber 1974). Recent emkey psychological factor that explains radical product innopirical research appears to validate this assertion. Gatignon
vation is a firm's willingness to cannibalize. Firms vary suband Xuereb (1997) find that a strong customer orientation
stantially in their willingness to cannibalize. Specialized inled to less radical innovation among firms in their survey
vestments decrease willingness to cannibalize. However, insample. Christensen (1997) notes that dominant firms in the
ternal markets, product champions, and future-market focus
rigid disk-drive, copier, tire, minicomputer, and mainframe
are organizational factors that increase willingness to cannicomputer markets stayed too close to their customers and
balize. Thus, the latter three factors can be considered counconsequently lost their market position to the new generaterforces to the effect of specialized investments. Figure 1 iltion of products. Thus, the literature seems to suggest that
radically innovative firms must "ignore their customers" lustrates these relationships. The line linking size and radical product innovation depicts the Schumpeterian hypothe(Martin 1995, p. 121). Which of these two positions is
sis that size has a significant, direct effect on radical product
right?
innovation (e.g., Scherer 1992). We next describe a test of
Our analysis of field interviews and case studies indicates
these hypotheses.
that radically innovative firms pay close attention to their

markets. However, the difference lies in distinguishing between current and future markets. The negative findings
about market orientation, discussed previously, refer to
firms that stayed close to their current markets. Our field in-

terviews with radically innovative firms suggest that such
firms focus on future customers and competitors. We term
this emphasis a future-market focus and define it as the extent to which a firm emphasizes future customers and competitors relative to current customers and competitors. Such
a focus can involve considering those customers and competitors that will constitute the future market of the firm. It

also can involve considering future needs of existing customers or future actions of existing competitors.
The availability heuristic explains the important influence
of future-market focus on willingness to cannibalize (Tversky and Kahneman 1973). People judge the likelihood of
events on the basis of the ease with which they imagine or
recall them (Folkes 1988). A future-market focus causes decision makers in a firm to become keenly aware of marketrelated developments and their potential effects on the firm.
Therefore, a future-market focus broadens the horizons of
managers and alerts them to new technologies, competitors,
and customers (see Moorman 1995). It also alerts them to
the potentially destructive results of radical innovations in-

troduced by competitors. Thus, managers are not overly
committed to the past investments of the firm and are more
willing to cannibalize them. Therefore, we hypothesize the
following:
H5: The greater the future-market focus of a firm, the higher its

willingness to cannibalize is.

H2, H3, H4, and H5 suggest that specialized investments,
internal markets, and product champions affect a firm's

willingness to cannibalize. Hi argues that willingness to

cannibalize affects radical product innovation. Taken together, these hypotheses suggest that willingness to cannibalize mediates the effect of the other organizational factors
on radical product innovation.

METHOD

We formally test our hypotheses with a path model, u
data we collected through a survey of key managers at
large number of firms. This section describes the sam
measures, and model used.

Sample

Our model of radical product innovation focuses on intraorganizational factors. However, the industry environment in the form of competitive intensity (Schumpeter
1942) or environmental turbulence (Anderson and Tushman
1990) also can affect innovation (and willingness to cannibalize). Because our focus is on organizational factors, we
controlled for the effects of the environment by restricting
our sample to three highly competitive and turbulent hightech industries: (1) computer hardware, (2) photonics, and
(3) telecommunication. We used stratified random sampling to select firms in our survey- sample. We divided corporations into four size categories: fewer than 100 employees, 100 to 499 employees, 500 to 4999 employees, and
more than 5000 employees. Roughly a fourth of the sampling frame consisted of corporations in each of these four
categories.
We tried to ensure that informants were knowledgeable
about the issues by targeting senior managers in these firms
who are responsible for innovation. A majority of the managers in the sample were at the director or vice president
level. We used multiple approaches to increase the managers' response rate, including (1) presurvey phone calls;
(2) a small ($1) financial incentive; (3) a highly personalized cover letter with a hand-written note; (4) a professional-looking survey packet that highlighted the academic and
nonprofit sponsors of the study; and (5) two reminder letters, the second of which was sent by priority mail (together with a fresh copy of the questionnaire and a stamped return envelope).
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MEASURES

in their industry during the last three years.2 We then asked
them
to indicate the established technology that preceded
We measured all variables at the strategic business unit
this
radical
(SBU) level (we also measured size at the corporate level).1 product innovation. Later, we presented them
with the specific questions that measured specialized investWe define an SBU as a profit center with distinct products
ments. Therefore, our scale of specialized investments meaand markets. We developed the measures using a combination of literature searches and in-depth interviews sures
withthe level of specialized investments owned by the
SBU
in the established technology that preceded the most
knowledgeable managers. The face-to-face interviews enradical
compassed 24 managers involved in new product develop-innovation introduced in the respondents' industry.
ment or product strategy from 14 high-tech firms Internal
nation-markets is a second-order factor consisting of internal autonomy and internal competition.
wide. The Appendix provides the measures used in the
study.

Model Specification

We used a multistage process to purify the measures. The
first stage involved successive reviews of the item pool by
academic experts and two rounds of pretests using managerial samples. The next stage was an iterative process, carried
out after the data had been collected. This stage involved
calculation of coefficient a and exploratory factor analysis.
We first examined the internal consistency of the sets of
items by computing coefficient a values for each scale. We
dropped items with low item-to-total correlations. We also
deleted items that produced a substantial or sudden drop in
the item-to-total correlations. We then performed an exploratory factor analysis using the remaining items and
deleted all items that did not load heavily on the primary
factor. Next, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis to
test for convergent and discriminant validity (Anderson and
Gerbing 1988). Results of the tests indicated satisfactory
levels of validity for all the constructs. We next recalculated coefficient a scores. The a values range from .63 to .93
(see the Appendix), and all scales except one have reliabilities greater than .7. We finally constructed additive, equally
weighted indices for each of the constructs. Table 2 provides
the pairwise correlations for all the variables in the study.
To measure radical product innovation, we first standardized the scores from each of the three types of scales (Likert, Numeric, and Ordinal). Next, we constructed our index
of radical product innovation by summing the standardized
scores. Before responding to these items, respondents first
completed a two-page exercise with specific examples to
define each term clearly and clarify its meaning. To measure
specialized investments, we first asked respondents to name
and describe the most radical product innovation introduced

Our theory and hypotheses suggest the following model
of radical product innovation (see Figure 1):
(1) Radical product innovation = PI I Willingness to cannibalize
+ 712 Size + ?1.

(2) Willingness to cannibalize = y21 Specialized investments
+ 722 Internal markets + 723 Influence of product champion
+ Y24 Future-market focus + ?2.

We tested this model using path analysis. The path diagram in Figure 1 forms a recursive system; that is, there are
only one-way causal flows in the system. Recursive models,
with the assumption of independent errors, fulfill the rankand-order conditions for identification with no additional

exclusion restrictions3 (for a formal proof, see Land 1973, p.
31). We thus can obtain consistent estimates of the parameters in each equation.
To test alternate models, we compare the goodness of fit
of the models after accounting for the sample size and the
number of restrictions imposed on the model (see Specht
1975). The goodness-of-fit statistic for recursive models

21f the respondents believed that no radical product innovations had been
introduced in their industry during the last three years, they were asked to
note this by checking a box and then to describe the product that came closest to being a radical product innovation. Given the nature of the industries
we studied, relatively few persons suggested that no radically new products
had been introduced in their industry.
3An analysis of the residuals from each of the equations estimated using

IFor ease of exposition, we use the terms "firm" and "SBU" inter-

the data in this study reveals that the residuals are independent of one

changeably in the remainder of this article. We use the term "company" to
refer to the corporation as a whole.

another. Therefore, the independent errors assumption is appropriate in this
context.

Table 2
CORRELATION MATRIX

Radical Willingness Influence of
Product to Specialized Internal Product Future-Market
Variable Innovation Cannibalize Investments Markets Champions Focus Firm Size
Radical Product Innovation 1.00

Willingness to Cannibalize .54*** 1.00
Specialized Investments -. 12* -. 17** 1.00
Internal

Markets

.13*

.31***

-.08

1.00

Influence of Product Champion .46*** .46*** -.02 .21*** 1.00

Future-Market Focus .49*** .51** -.16* .16** .43*** 1.00
Firm Size -.04 -.04 .20*** .04 -.06 -.03
*p<.l.

*p < .05.

**p < .01.
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with uncorrelated residuals is given by Q = (1 - Ml)/(l M2), where Ml and M2 are the squared multiple correlations
for each of the alternate models. The values of Ml and M2
are obtained from the general formula:

(3) M = I - (1 - R12)(1 - R22), ... (I - Rp2),
where Rj2 is the ordinary squared multiple correlation coefficient of the ith equation in the system of equations that forms

the recursive model, and p is the number of equations in the
model. We can test the significance of the fit of the model by
forming the test statistic W (Specht 1975). For large samples,
W is x2 distributed with d degrees of freedom.
(4)

at high-tech firms. The high response rate probably is due to
the many efforts we took to increase cooperation from the
respondents.
Estimation Results

In Table 3, we present the estimation results for Equations
I and 2. A formal test of industry-specific effects indicates
that the key variables did not vary by industries (ANOVA of
industry effects provide p > .10 in all cases). Thus, we exclude industry-specific variables in the model.
How does firm size affect radical product innovation? Is
the shape of the relationship positive, negative, U-shaped, or
bell-shaped, as various segments of the literature suggest?
As Table 3 indicates, the coefficient of firm size on radical

product innovation is small and nonsignificant (y = -.02,

W = -(N - d)lnQ,

p > .76).5 The coefficient of the square of firm size, if included in the model, is also small and nonsignificant (standardized coefficient =. 1, p > .5). An analysis of alternative
model specifications reveals that an unrestricted model that
includes firm size does not provide a better fit with the data

where N is the sample size and d is the number of overidentifying restrictions.

Hl suggests that I1 l, the path coefficient that links willingness to cannibalize to radical product innovation in Figure 1, will be positive and significant. H2 suggests that y21,
the coefficient between specialized investments and willingness to cannibalize, will be negative and significant. H3-H5

than a restricted model without firm size (W < X22df = 5.99).
Overall, these results suggest that firm size has no significant effect on radical product innovation. The results contradict most of the Schumpeterian literature, in which, ironically, the controversy is about the sign of the relationship,
not whether the relationship exists at all.
If not size, then what? The results lend support to Hl,

lead us to expect that the coefficients Y22, Y23, and Y24 will be

positive and significant. The Schumpeterian hypothesis suggests that Y12, the coefficient between size and radical product innovation, will be positive and significant.

which suggests that a key predictor of an organization's

RESULTS

propensity for radical product innovation is its willingness
This section covers the response rate from the survey
to and
cannibalize. As Table 3 indicates, the coefficient of willthe results pertaining to each hypothesis outlined previously.
ingness to cannibalize is positive and statistically significant
It then examines whether internal markets, strong product
at the p < .001 level. The standardized coefficient for willchampion roles, and future-market focus overcome the effects
ingness to cannibalize is substantially larger than the effect
of specialized investments on willingness to cannibalize.
of firm size on radical product innovation. A formal test

comparing the P values of willingness to cannibalize and

Response Rate

firm size indicates that the difference between the coeffi-

We mailed surveys to 504 SBUs. Twenty-one surveys

were returned because the address was wrong, the addressee
5We also regressed firm size alone on radical product innovation. Its
had left the company, or the company had gone out ofcoefficient
busi- is also small (,P = -.04) and not significantly different than zero
(p > .5). Analyses using alternate operationalizations of the size variableness. Thus, we had a potential sample of 483 SBUs. Four
corporate size (number of employees in the firm as a whole), SBU sales
weeks after the first mailing, we had received 194 complet(dollar sales of the SBU in the last year), and natural logarithms of corpoed surveys.4 This figure provides us with an effective rerate size and SBU sales-yielded similar results. We did not have data on

sponse rate of 40.3%, which is relatively high compared

corporate revenue for the set of firms we studied; we therefore were unable

with other surveys using similar samples of senior managers

to study the effects of this variable on radical product innovation. Corporate size was measured as a categorical variable corresponding to the four
size levels used in our sampling procedure. Therefore, this measure might
not capture all the variance in the size variable. However, all the other size

4Two outliers were deleted from the sample, providing us with a final
sample size of 192 firms.

measures involve continuous variables.

Table 3
PATH COEFFICIENTS OF THE HYPOTHESIZED MODEL (STANDARDIZED)
(Including all SBUs in the data set, n = 192)
Independent Variable

Influence of Future-

Model Dependent Willingness to Specialized Internal Product Market Firm
Number Variable Cannibalize Investments Markets Champion Focus Size R2
I Radical product innovation .54*** - -- -.02 .29
2 Willingness to cannibalize -.10* .20*** .27*** .34*** - .38
*p < .1.
**p < .05.

***p <.01.
Note: All coefficients are standardized values.
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cients is significantly different from zero (p < .001). These ference. The effect of specialized investments on willingresults support our thesis that willingness to cannibalize pro-ness to cannibalize becomes large (y21 = -.28) and signifivides a better indicator of radical product innovation thancant at p = .01. This result suggests that specialized investfirm size does.
ments strongly decrease the willingness to cannibalize of incumbent firms.
Do specialized investments cause firms to be less willing
to cannibalize? The coefficient of specialized investments is
The finding that specialized investments reduce willingnegative, as was hypothesized, but significant only at p < ness to cannibalize, whereas internal markets, product
.10. Thus, H2 is supported weakly. This result suggests that, champions roles, and future-market focus increase it,
as specialized investments in a particular technology inprompts the following question: Can organizational factors
crease, firms do become less willing to engage in actions
help firms compensate for the negative effects of specialized
that could reduce the value of these investments.
investments? If so, these organizational factors would be a
What are the key drivers of willingness to cannibalize? means for managers to break the trap of specialized investH3-H5 focus on variables that help firms overcome the neg-ments. If not, firms with many specialized investments may
ative effects of specialized investments. H3 proposes that thebe bound to become victims of their prior investments. To
presence of active internal markets increases an organiza- answer this question, we compared the standardized coeffition's willingness to cannibalize. As Table 3 indicates, the
cient of specialized investments with that of the three other
coefficient of internal markets is positive and statistically
organizational variables in Figure I (see Table 4). Standardsignificant (p < .01). H4 suggests that firms with strong ization enables us to compare the coefficients of different inproduct champion roles are more willing to cannibalize than
dependent variables. The arithmetic sum of the three organizational variable coefficients is substantially higher than that
other firms. The results support this hypothesis (p < .01). H5
suggests that firms that focus on future markets more than
of specialized investments (i.e., y21 < 722 + Y23 + Y24, P < .05)
on current markets are more willing to cannibalize than othin both the full sample of firms and the sample of incumbent
firms. This result suggests that active internal markets,
ers. The results confirm this hypothesis (p < .01). Overall,
the results indicate that these organizational factors cause
strong product champion roles, and a focus on future markets can more than compensate for the negative effect of
firms to be more radically innovative by increasing their
willingness to cannibalize.
specialized investments on willingness to cannibalize.
Willingness to cannibalize has a strong positive effect on
Test of Mediating Effects
radical product innovation. Contrary to the Schumpeterian
hypothesis, firm size has no effect on radical product innovation. All the hypotheses relating these three variables to
willingness to cannibalize are supported by the results.

Additional Analysis
Although the hypotheses suggested here generally are
supported by the results of the survey, we found an unexpectedly weak empirical relationship between specialized
investments and willingness to cannibalize. One reason for
these surprising results may be that specialized investments
have the strongest effects on incumbent firms (i.e., firms
that actually participate in the technology preceding the radical product innovation), but they are not important issues
for nonincumbents. To explore this issue, we conducted
some additional analyses. We isolated all SBUs that participated in the previous technology generation (n = 130) and
reestimated the path analysis. In Table 4, we provide the results using the select sample. The results remain generally
the same as in the previous sample, except for one key dif-

Does willingness to cannibalize mediate the effect of specialized investments, internal markets, product champion influence, and future-market focus on radical product innovation? To test the mediating effects of willingness to cannibalize formally, we used the procedure suggested by Baron
and Kenny (1986). As Tables 2, 5, and 6 indicate, the results
fulfill the three conditions for mediation that Baron and

Kenny (1986) specify.6 We conclude that the effects of specialized investments and internal markets on radical product
innovation are mediated fully by willingness to cannibalize
because the direct effects disappear when we control for the
mediator. The effects of product champion influence and future-market focus on radical product innovation are mediated partially by willingness to cannibalize because the direct
effects are reduced when we control for the mediator.

6For further details on the test of mediating effects, see Chandy and Tel-

lis (1998).

Table 4
RESULTS OF EXTENDED ANALYSIS

(Using data from incumbent SBUs only, n = 130)
Independent Variable

Influence of Future-

Model Dependent Willingness to Specialized Internal Product Market Firm
Number Variable Cannibalize Investments Markets Champion Focus Size R2
I Radical product innovation .37*** .00 -.09 .11 .30*** -.01 .39
2 Willingness to cannibalize -- .28*** .23*** .27*** .31*** - .50
*p <.1.

**p < .05.

***p < .01.
Note: All coefficients are standardized values.
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Table 5
TEST OF MEDIATING EFFECTS

(Including all SBUs in the data set, n = 192)
Dependent Variable: Radical Product Innovation
Independent Variable

Model Willingness to Specialized Internal Influence of Future-Market
Number Cannibalize Investments Markets Product Champion Focus R2
la

lb

-.12*

.53***

2a
2b
3b

-.04

.29

.22

.27***

.49***

.39***

.29

.02

.46***

.41***

4a

4b

.13*

.55***

3a

.02

-.02

.35

.24

.29***

.35

*p< .l.
**p < .05.
***p <.01.

Note: All coefficients are standardized values.

Tests of Alternate Models

These results indicate that most of the variables play the
role
we expected of them, except for one. Willingness to
The previous results suggest that the effects of product
cannibalize is not a complete mediator of the effects of two
champion influence and future-market focus do not disapof the four exogenous variables on radical product innovapear completely when willingness to cannibalize is taken into account. Thus, our exogenous variables also might havetion: product champion and future-market orientation. We
speculate that perhaps, in addition to affecting willingness to
statistically significant direct effects on radical product incannibalize,
influence of product champion and future-marnovation. A comparison of alternate model specifications
ket focus might increase firms' propensity for risk and their
reveals that a model that includes the direct effects of all the
organizational variables in Figure 1 provides a better fit with technological capability and, thus, increase radical product
the data than a model that includes only the indirect effects

(W = 28.97 > X24df = 9.49). Results from the corresponding
equation appear in Table 6. This full model does not provide

innovation. Additional research could examine the role of

these variables.
DISCUSSION

a better fit than a reduced model that excludes the direct ef-

fects of specialized investments and internal markets (W =
1.03 < X22df = 5.99). In Table 6, we also provide results from
a model with radical product innovation as the dependent
variable and our organizational variables as independent
variables (without including the effects of willingness to
cannibalize). A comparison of the R2 values from Equation
1 (organizational variables with willingness to cannibalize)
and Equation 2 (organizational variables without willing-

ness to cannibalize) indicates that the R2 increases by
22%-from .32 to .39 when willingness to cannibalize is included in the model.

In this section, we first discuss some implications of
findings, point to some limitations of the research, an
highlight areas for further research.
Implications

Many authors suggest that radical product innovatio
can have powerful effects on a firm's performance an
haps on its very survival. Much current research has b
focused around the Schumpeterian theory that size is a
portant determinant of radical product innovation. We
tify an alternate driver of radical product innovation

Table 6
TEST OF DIRECT EFFECTS

(Including all SBUs in the data set, n = 192)
Dependent Variable: Radical Product Innovation
Independent Variable

Model Willingness to Specialized Internal Influence of Future-Market Firm
Number Cannibalize Investments Markets Product Champion Focus Size R2
I
.33***
-.02
-.06
.22***
.23***
.00
.39
2
-.06
.01
.31***
.34***
.32
*p <.l.

**p < .05.
***p <.01.
Note: All coefficients are standardized values.
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firm's willingness to cannibalize. The presence of investments specialized to an existing technology reduces a firm's
willingness to cannibalize. However, internal markets, product champions, and a future-market focus overcome the negative effects of specialized investments. These results raise
questions about some commonly held beliefs about technology and product market strategy.
Is size an important driver of radical product innovation ?
The results on size raise doubts about the generalizability of
a key hypothesis from Schumpeter's (1942) classic and
heavily cited work. In contrast to the Schumpeterian view,
our results suggest that firms of all sizes can be radical innovators (at least in high-tech industries such as those studied here) if they are organized appropriately. Therefore, the
key issue to consider in high-tech markets is not which is the
larger firm, but how is the firm organized? Ignoring this key
issue is likely to lead to contradictory and perhaps dubious
findings. More broadly, public policymakers always have
been wary of large firms (note the antitrust actions against
Microsoft and IBM in recent years). In the area of innovation, this fear is unfounded. Large firms, such as HewlettPackard, that are organized in a manner that promotes willingness to cannibalize will be innovative. Those that are not
(e.g., telegraph firms such as Western Union) will be threatened or overrun by small firms that are more innovative. In
either case, customers benefit with a stream of radically innovative products.
Is cannibalization an "error"? Marketers generally view
cannibalization as an outcome of improper product positioning and management. A casual review of widely used
marketing principles textbooks suggests that this view is
commonly shared. For example, these texts refer to cannibalization as "a form of negative synergy," an "unfavorable
consequence of ... new product introduction," a "risk," and
a problem to "avoid." Another text categorically states that
"if there is a great deal of cannibalization, sales shift from
one product to the new product, with little overall gain for
the firm" (Bearden, Ingram, and LaForge 1995, p. 267, emphasis added). Among eleven marketing textbooks that discuss the phenomenon of cannibalization, all except two
frame it in a negative context. Only Kerin and Peterson
(1997) and Dickson (1997) provide relatively balanced depictions of the topic.
One reason cannibalization is viewed as a problem is that
it often occurs in the context of incremental new products or
line extensions. Our results indicate that, in the context of
radical product innovation, such views can be misleading or
harmful. Assuming cannibalization is something to be
avoided might cause managers to persist in courses of action, even when it is no longer appropriate to do so. To our
knowledge, this study is the first to validate empirically the
positive effects of willingness to cannibalize.
Should firms always stay close to their customers? Customers of the future frequently have different needs and
wants than current customers. Similarly, competitors of the
future might be different than current competitors. For example, Sony typically is not considered a photography company. However, it was the first to commercialize electronic
imaging technology in the consumer market. If electronic
imaging takes off, traditional photography firms might find
Sony to be one of their biggest competitors.

The strong direct and indirect effects of future-market
orientation suggest that radically innovative firms tend to
focus on the future customers and competitors that could enter their markets, more than on those with whom they currently deal. This finding fits well with emerging thinking in
the technology management area that suggests that listening
closely to current customers actually might mislead and hurt
firms (Christensen 1997). Given their information processing limitations, a strong focus on current customers might
cause managers to focus less on future customers. Most current research in the area of market orientation does not differentiate between current and future markets. Our results

clearly point to the need to differentiate between them. Further research on methods to identify likely future customers
and competitors would provide valuable insights.
Should firms emphasize synergies among business units?
Lately, many authors have advocated a push for "synergies"
among business units in firms (e.g., Vizjak 1994). Such a
push, they argue, would enable firms to exploit interrelationships among business units. In contrast, internal markets
involve high degrees of autonomy for business units, relative to the corporate office. Active internal markets promote
willingness to cannibalize because individual business units
only consider the specialized investments that they possess,
which might be fewer than the specialized investments
owned by the firm as a whole. Furthermore, the threat of internal competition causes managers to become more willing
to cannibalize than otherwise.

An emphasis on synergy results in a decrease in both internal autonomy and competition among business units. In
the product development context, the corporate office takes
the lead in product strategy formulation and implementation. If the firm has many specialized investments, the corporate office is likely to emphasize incremental products,
which build on these investments, rather than radical product innovations, which potentially could destroy them. Although good arguments exist for exploiting economies of
scale and scope among business units, our study suggests
that such efforts should not be made at the expense of reducing the autonomy of business units. Business units themselves should judge when and with whom to cooperate or
compete.
Limitations and Further Research

This research represents an early inquiry into a complex
phenomenon. It is easy to list the many limitations of the
study, which greatly qualify the applicability of the findings.
First and foremost, resource constraints required us to focus
on a few potential drivers of radical product innovation.
These few drivers cannot describe radical product innovation exhaustively. Additional research should identify other
factors involved in innovation. In particular, researchers
should study how a firm's propensity for risk, technological
capability, formalization, and complexity affect willingness
to cannibalize and radical product innovation (e.g., Chandy
and Prabhu 1998).
Second, our model is better suited to explain radical
product innovation among existing firms rather than startups. If a firm has absolutely no assets or organizational routines that relate to the previous technology, willingness to
cannibalize would not play a role in explaining its level of
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left but a useless bag of tools. They must be willing to caninnovation.7 To the extent that innovation is driven by start-

nibalize before there is nothing of value left to cannibalize.
ups, willingness to cannibalize does not explain the entire
Cannibalization clearly is a difficult and painful thing to
phenomenon. The organizational variables we identify
do. It requires the firm to swim against the tide of organiza(product champion influence and future-market focus in
particular) might affect radical product innovation directly tional inertia. Our results suggest that firms that are able to
in such situations.
do so are designed specially for the purpose. They possess
Third, the current study is based on only three high-tech unique organizational features that help them overcome the
industries. Research should determine whether the findings natural instinct to preserve rather than destroy past investhold equally well for low-tech markets. Such a quest might ments. Thus, radical innovation might not be just the
not be futile. For example, the demise of the typewriter, province of the small (or the large or the medium-sized).
slide rule, and glass-plate camera suggests that today's sta- Firms of any size could play this game, if they have the right
ble, low-tech industries can be transformed quickly into to- organizational setup.
morrow's fast-moving, high-tech industries. However, firms
APPENDIX: SCALE ITEMS
in relatively stable industries might have the luxury of
longer response times to a technological breakthrough.
All Likert-type items use seven-point scales: "Strongly
Fourth, we did not analyze firm performance in terms of Agree"-"Strongly Disagree"). Items with an asterisk are
profits and market share. This issue certainly warrants fur- verse coded.
ther study. The relation between radical product innovation
and firm performance might not be straightforward (Golder
RADICAL PRODUCT INNOVATION (Adapted from
and Tellis 1993). In the short run, such innovations appear Mahajan and Wind 1992; Price and Mueller 1986)
to lead to higher profits and market share for the firms that
(Overall scale a = .72)
pioneer them (Geroski, Machin, and Van Reenen 1993;
1. This SBU rarely introduces products that are radicalKleinschmidt and Cooper 1991). In the long run, failure to
ly different from existing products.*
embrace a radical product innovation has caused the down2. This SBU lags behind in introducing radical product
fall of many an established firm (e.g., Tellis and Golder
innovations.* Likert-type scale (mean = 8.68; S.D. =
1996).
3.09)
Fifth, the scales for some of the variables must be im3. Please indicate the number of radical product innovaproved. In particular, our scale for internal competition is
tions introduced by your SBU in the last three years.
not broad enough and might contain some ambiguity. Our
Numeric scale (mean = 1.83; S.D. = 1.68)
scale for internal autonomy relates to general strategy rather
4. % of total sales from radical product innovations inthan to specific decisions. This limitation might account for
troduced in the last three years. (Less than 1%; 1-5%;
the generally weaker results of internal markets. Further re5-10%; 10-20%; 20-30%; More than 30%) Ordinal
search should involve examining specific decisions in which
scale (mean = 3.48; S.D. = 1.81)
the SBU enjoys autonomy.
Sixth, some findings of this study suggest that many
WILLINGNESS TO CANNIBALIZE
large, incumbent organizations now are able to overcome
(Mean = 34.99; S.D. = 8.15; a = .85)
the inertia and commitment to prior technology that beset
1. This SBU can easily change its organizational scheme
large firms previously. In many older industries, however,
to fit the needs of a new product.
dominant incumbents appear to have succumbed to such in2. This SBU supports projects even if they could potenertial pressures (e.g., Foster 1986; Utterback 1994). These
tially take away from sales of existing products.
differences raise the question: Are the radical innovators of
3. We find it difficult to change established procedures
today different than those of the past? Only an historical
to cater to the needs of a new product.
analysis of radical innovations over time could answer that
4. This SBU easily replaces one set of abilities with a
question.
different set of abilities to adopt a new technology.

5. We tend to oppose new technologies that cause our
manufacturing facilities to become obsolete.
What really causes some firms to be radically innovative
6. We are very willing to sacrifice sales of existing prodover long periods of time, whereas many others ossify
and
ucts
in order to improve sales of our new products.
perish? We suggest that the answer lies in the extent to
7. We can easily change the manner in which we carry
which the firms are prepared to give up the old and embrace
out tasks to fit the needs of a new product.
the new. Firms must break out of the natural human trait that
8. This SBU will not aggressively pursue a new technolpropels them to use yesterday's bag of tools to solve tomorogy that causes existing investments to lose value.*
row's problems. They must do so today, while they still
have options, not tomorrow, when they will have nothing
SPECIALIZED INVESTMENTS (Adapted from AnderCONCLUSION

7We could argue that, typically, even so-called start-ups do not have zero
investments in the current technology. The owners of these start-ups are
often employees of existing firms who had some interest in the success of
the firm with the current technology. However, they were more willing to
leave their employer and invest in a new technology because their investments in the current technology were small compared with those of the
employer. Alternatively, we might view start-ups as the limiting case of
willingness to cannibalize increasing as investments decrease to zero.

son and Weitz 1992)
(Mean = 26.77; S.D. = 15.21; ao = .93)
1. Switching to the new technology involves losing a lot
of the investment in the established technology.
2. It is difficult for us to apply investments made in the
established technology to the new technology.

3. Many of our manufacturing skills cannot be applied to
the new technology.
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4. Our current marketing abilities are not very useful in
marketing products based on the new technology.

4. The SBU is oriented more toward the future than the

present.

5. We have a substantial investment in facilities dedicat-
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